Let a collection y of generically immersed curves be given in an oriented surface G . To each component circle, associate a Gauss word by traveling once around the circle and recording the crossing points with signs. The set of these words forms a Gauss paragraph. If y{ and y2 fill the surface G in the sense that the complementary regions are disks, then there is a homeomorphism of G taking one to the other if and only if y, and y2 have isomorphic Gauss paragraphs. This notion of isomorphism is defined here; it ignores the choices made in defining the Gauss words.
Introduction
(1.1) Motivation. Immersed curves are interesting. Despite their apparent simplicity, they admit a wonderful variety of invariants. One of these invariants, the Gauss word (or paragraph if the domain has more than one component), classifies curves that fill a surface. The complement in a surface of a filling collection of curves is a collection of disks. This classification theorem is the main result of the paper. It will be used extensively in the companion paper [4] .
Reading [2] or [3] , either before this paper or in conjunction with it, may be helpful.
(1.2) History. Many authors have found immersed curves a fruitful subject to study. Here is a condensed history. Gauss [10] considered finite sequences of letters that have the property that every letter appears exactly twice. The projection of a knot possesses such a sequence. He mused about when such a sequence would give the projection of a knot. This problem was solved by Treybig [15] , Marx [12] , Lovasz and Marx [11] , Read and Rosenstiehl [14] , and Dowker and Thistlethwaite [7] . In these works necessary and sufficient criteria were established that determine the "planarity" of a Gauss word. Whitney [ 16] showed how to break the crossings of an immersed planar curve to compute its winding number. Chillingsworth [5] , [6] generalized Whitney's results to immersed curves in arbitrary surfaces. He showed how winding numbers could be associated to elements of the fundamental group. Extensions of immersed curves in the sphere to maps of surfaces into the sphere were studied by several authors including Bailey [1] , Blank as reported in [13] and Francis [8] .
C. F. Bodigheimer originally told me of Gauss's manuscript in the summer of 1987. I have since become enamored with the subject of immersed curves.
(1.
3) The classification theorem. The result proven here is the following:
Theorem. Stable geotopy classes of immersed curves correspond to isomorphism classes of Gauss paragraphs.
The terminology is established in § §(2.1), (2.2), and (2.3). Section (2.1)
shows how to associate a Gauss paragraph to a generically immersed collection of curves. Section (2.2) defines a Gauss paragraph in abstract and defines an equivalence relation on the set of these paragraphs. In §(2.3), the notion of stable geotopy is defined.
In §(3.1), a cell complex that is canonically associated to a Gauss paragraph is constructed. The proof of the theorem then appears in §(3.2).
Section 4 summarizes the companion paper. As defined here, each immersed curve has several Gauss paragraphs associated to it since five choices are made in the definition: (1) base point of each curve, (2) orientation of each curve, (3) labeling the double points, (4) the sign convention for crossings, and (5) permuting the order of the component circles.
(2.2) Abstract Gauss paragraphs. A Gauss paragraph is defined in the abstract as a pair (P, f) where P is a partition of the set {1,2,..., 2n} and the mapping /: {1, 2, ... , 2n} -> {a, , ... , an } is a one-to-one correspondence. The words of a Gauss paragraph are the images f(p), where p is a set in the partition P.
Two Gauss paragraphs are said to be isomorphic if one can be obtained from the other by a combination of (1) cyclically permuting the sequence of any word; (2) reversing the sequence of any words; (3) permuting the alphabet set A ; (4) changing all the exponents from + to -and vice versa; (5) permuting the order in which the words appear. The allowable moves of abstract Gauss paragraphs correspond, respectively, to the choices made in associating a Gauss paragraph to an immersed curve.
Dan Frohardt [9] pointed out that the isomorphism classes of Gauss paragraphs that contain only one word can be put in one-to-one correspondence with double cosets of the symmetry group ^22n where one subgroup is an embedded J2n xZ/2 and the other is an embedding of a dihedral group of order 4« . The dihedral group is acting classically on the (cyclic) Gauss word. He has found a formula [9] to compute the number of isomorphism classes of Gauss words. Of course, the set of isomorphism classes of arbitrary Gauss paragraphs can similarly be put into correspondence with a set of double cosets; the counting becomes more difficult in this case. each with k components are geotopic if and only if there is a homeomorphism, //: Gx -* G2, such that hyx -y~2. The curves are said to be stably geotopic if and only if there is a collection of hollow 1-handles that can be added to either surface, or both, such that the curves are geotopic on the resulting surfaces. The attaching regions for these handles are disjoint from the image of the immersed curve. Equivalently, the curves are stably geotopic if there is a collection of 2-handles to be taken from the surfaces such that the curves are geotopic on the results of these surgeries. From this equivalent definition and Theorem (1.3), Gauss paragraphs classify filling immersed curves up to a homeomorphism of the surface.
The proof of the theorem
The proof will follow the construction of a cell complex associated to an abstract Gauss paragraph. This complex will turn out to be the minimal genus surface in which a curve with the given Gauss paragraph can be immersed. The surface in which a given curve is immersed will be surgered to be homeomorphic to the surface associated to the Gauss paragraph. Then a homeomorphism will be constructed that takes the given curve to a standard. Figure A , the complex associated to the word w is illustrated.
The faces of the complex will be described by specifying the edges in the complex to which they are attached. A segment of the boundary of a face is attached to an edge in either an orientation-preserving or an orientationreversing fashion. In fact, each edge will appear in the union of the boundaries of the faces exactly twice, once forward and once backward.
Suppose that E = x y is a two-letter syllable of some Gauss word. Let E* = (x y )* denote the edge with opposite orientation. Consider the set 8? that is the union of all edges, E, and all opposite edges, E*. In J?, each vertex is mentioned exactly four times. A given element E e i? approaches a vertex from one of four compass directions: the direction is determined by whether or not E is starred and by the exponent on x or y . Specifically, x ly ±i approaches y from the south; x y approaches y from the west; (xy ±i is followed by (Wvĩ s followed by vN ; is followed by v~ E ; is followed by (Sv)*.
The surface that is associated to a Gauss paragraph is the cell complex that was just constructed: vertices <-► {a, b, ...}, edges «-+ {two letter syllables}, and the boundaries of faces are found by successive left turns. The boundary of any face is called a cycle in the Gauss paragraph. It is not difficult to see that this is a surface: each vertex is at the end of four edges, and each edge is on the boundary of two faces. 2) The Proof of (1.3). If two immersed curves are stably geotopic, then they have isomorphic Gauss paragraphs. Geotopies cannot change the intersection information of the curve.
Let an immersed curve y be given in a surface G. Construct the surface associated to the Gauss paragraph of y. Consider the map from the set of cycles in the Gauss paragraph to the surface G that is given by the immersion y. Approximate the image of a cycle by an embedded circle disjoint from the image of the immersion y. If this approximating circle represents some homotopy, then the surface G can be surgered along the circle. This process is performed for each cycle in the Gauss paragraph until each region determined by the cycles is simply connected. The resulting surface is homeomorphic to the surface associated to the Gauss paragraph.
The faces of the surface associated to the Gauss paragraph are a collection of polygons. In the surgered surface containing y, the complement of y is also a set of polygons; the boundary of each is a cycle in the Gauss paragraph. A homeomorphism is constructed between these surfaces by taking corresponding polygons to each other; the correspondence is determined by the bounding cycle. Thus any two immersed curves with isomorphic Gauss paragraphs can both be obtained from the surface associated to their common Gauss paragraph by attaching 1-handles. This completes the proof.
Summary of the companion paper
In [4], Gauss words are associated to properly immei^ed arcs. Necessary and sufficient criteria are given in terms of these bracketed words that allow one to conclude when a collection of properly immersed arcs form the singular set of a proper immersion. The types of triple points that can occur in a threedimensional manifold are classified. Genera are associated to immersed curves and pairings of their double points. These genera represent optimal immersions that achieve the given pairings. They measure the complexity of the given curves.
